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Cool With A Capital CUnited States CapitalCapital MarketsNews It's bulldog when men dressed as animal executioners and horns take over Congress? The market thinks so. We are investigating how this is possible. Discussion of interest rates, elections, energy, China and Carla Icahn.Do we live in a post-world world? Burke and John
talk about investigative reporting and, of course, the controversial political intrigue surrounding Hunter Biden, the Texas lawsuit, and, of course, betting at zero. With guest Matt Thiermand.Burke Kunze and John Fichthorn catch up in this podcast video and discuss Fyre Fest, subscipte it til you do it, and treasure hunting. Although Bitcoin
was questioned for its trading behavior in March 2020, we believe this is due to the developing Bitcoin state. Our analogy is that crypto assets behave like the physical properties of liquid, solid and gas worth sticking to understand the recent Bitcoin trading model.Burke Koonce and John Fichthorn catch up in this video podcast and discuss
the presidential election, markets, guns, crypto, hornets and screaming fire at the movie theater. Burke and John Fichthorn catch up in this podcast video and discuss Bobulinski interviews last night on Tucker Carlson, censorship, and a growing sense among conservatives and liberals that the rich and powerful continue to get away from
everything. White House Correspondents' Association president calls for a move to move the First Amendment attack At a controversial hearing of the House of Representatives rules committee to discuss two resolutions to remove Donald Trump from office, Chairman Jim McGovern called on Representative Jim Jordan to say that Joe
Biden won the election fair and square. Mr. McGovern said he wanted the American people to hear from some of those pushing for lies that the election had been stolen, that it was not the case to promote healing in the country. Announcements•Flagship News Provide you with feedback. We will delete this and make the necessary
changes. The dream of quantum computing, to create computers much faster and more powerful than any available today – has recently come close to reality. Ofsted receives thousands of letters praising schools after the minister's speech. The education secretary's call for parents to complain if not satisfied with distance learning
prompts a sinking of positive commentsPresident Donald Trump faces a second congressional effort to impeach him, but whether he will actually be removed is a very different matter. Sylvester Graham believed that sex makes Americans sick and sluttyAd•the-melanin-goddessThank you for your feedback. We will delete this and make
the necessary changes. We've all heard that early bird catches the worm. Well, how about an early investor catching fame. Our lives and our livelihoods are at risk and anyone who refuses to wear a mask must be fully held accountable, says Pramila Jayapala The preliminary agreement has been reached between the Canadian Civil
Servants Union (CUPE) and the province Newfoundland and Labrador are on a two-year extension of the current collective bargaining agreements. The extended agreements cover the period from April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2022.The French government must provide daily updates on the number of people it has vaccinated against
COVID-19 because it is under fire at a slow pace compared to other European countries. Health Minister Olivier Veran told parliament on Tuesday that his ministry would publish a detailed table with the number of people vaccinated in each region by 1830 GMT on the last day. That French number is also well below the more than 1 million
available doses of the vaccine, but Veran said the government would stick to its policy of prioritising the most vulnerable, even if it meant slower rates. Mainos•Bank NorwegianThank for your review. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. Lacaudist Puolitti corcocaton. Lainan hakeminen voi olla kannattavampaaa kuin
koskaan aiemmin. Edulliset hinnat ovat voimassa syskuun loppuun asti. Scientists have found the oldest - and therefore oldest - quasar ever discovered. The object can help shed light on the beginnings of black holes and how they are able to form. Quasars are among the brightest objects in the universe. Rock (NASDAQ: ROKU) was
already one of the star performers of 2020, its stock up 148%. Roku was able to capitalized on this accelerating demand during the pandemic, expanding its reach to more viewers than ever before. Roku is one of the undisputed leaders in video streaming, but several announcements over the past week illustrate why Roco's dominance is
just beginning. CES 2021 Razer Blade 15 &amp;amp; Razer Blade Pro 17 with NVIDIA 30 series GPUs and all-new displaysAd•Finance.here.comThate for your feedback. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. Mum reveals how she earns £1,000 Every day running from home, after her online trading platform is valued at
10 million pounds! Man Utd could go top of the Premier League table tonight if they get a result against Burnley at Turf Moor. United struggled at the start of the 2020/21 season to leave Ole Gunnar Solskjaer under pressure. The champions' 1-0 defeat at Southampton means United can go three points clear in first place if they beat Sean
Dyche's Clarets tonight, but Solskjaer's side now face a different type of pressure. Even if it does so after he retires from office, Trump's impeachment for a second time is worth preventing him from running for office again in the 2024 2020 Innovation & Growth Opportunities in new diagnostic, therapeutic and disease-based devices, digital
dentistry and medical data analysis platforms the report has been added to the ResearchAndMarkets.com proposal. Announcements•Iconic SpringersWhy's in touch with you. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. Quantum computing and supercomputers bingebe the technology ' The way these families are live after that ...
it's really hard to accept , , speaksConcession of English and national identity. John Denham, Paul Salveson and Robert Hildea on political engagement with the formation of English identityMytheresa said they plan to sell about 15.6 million American Depositary Shares (ADS) at a price of between $16 and $18 apiece. Munich-listed
Mytheresa is a digital platform that sells its customers products from luxury fashion brands such as Alexander McQueen, Fendi and Gucci. After a series of stellar debuts last year highlighted by Airbnb Inc and DoorDash Inc, the U.S. IPO market has another strong year of debuts in 2021 with at least eight businesses having the price of
their offerings this week, seeking to raise a total of nearly $5 billion. Mainos•VertaalainojaThus your feedback. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. Aloita prosessin kanssa tänäänIn the title and first paragraph of the release year should read: 2021 Gartner Peer Insights (instead of 2020 Gartner Peer Insights). Make this
one of your child's most memorable celebrations ever, for all the right reasonsPediatry say that examples of free school meals shared on social media are an insult to the dignity of people who rely on support. President Donald Trump faces a second congressional effort to impeach him, but whether he will actually be removed is a very
different matter. A preliminary agreement was reached between the Canadian Union of Civil Servants (CUPE) and the province of Newfoundland and Labrador for a two-year extension of the current collective bargaining agreements. The extended agreements cover the period from April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2022. Ad•Flagman
NewsThank you for your feedback. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. The dream of quantum computing, to create computers much faster and more powerful than any available today – has recently come close to reality. Rock (NASDAQ: ROKU) was already one of the star performers of 2020, its stock up 148%. Roku
was able to capitalized on this accelerating demand during the pandemic, expanding its reach to more viewers than ever before. Roku is one of the undisputed leaders in video streaming, but several announcements over the past week illustrate why Roco's dominance is just beginning. CES 2021 Razer Blade 15 &amp;amp; The Razer
Blade Pro 17 with NVIDIA 30 series GPUs and all-new UtdMan displays could move to the top of the Premier League table tonight if they get a result against Burnley at Turf Moor. United struggled at the start of the 2020/21 season to leave Ole Gunnar Solskjaer under pressure. The champions' 1-0 defeat at Southampton means United
can go three points clear in first place if they beat Sean Dyche's Clarets tonight, but Solskjaer's side now face a different type of pressure. Announcements•Iconic SpringersWhy's in touch with you. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. Quantum computing and supercomputers will drive innovations and growth opportunities
year 2020 in 2020 in 2020, and disease management devices, digital dentistry and medical data analysis platforms report was added to the company'ResearchAndMarkets.com's proposal. Seenaf Jabar, 11, learned English while spending a year in a migrant camp in Greece and is now trying with his family, repeatedly, to cross into
Croatia in what they call The Game, in search of a better life in western Europe. With her parents and two siblings, she has just been pushed back to Bosnia after another failed attempt, amid grim, awkward conditions, to get into eu member Croatia on her way to wealthier Western Europe. Seenaf's father Hussein Khalaf Jabar, 52, said he
was punched in the stomach by a Croatian police officer who he said also disparaged a copy of the Koran on the ground. In the headline and first paragraph of the year's release, read: 2021 Gartner Peer Insights (instead of 2020 Gartner Peer Insights). Ad•Massive FinanceWhy time for your feedback. We'll remove this and make the
necessary changes.2.200 years ago a game that later turned into football (football) was invented in China.NVIDIA introduced the RTX 3060 standard, which offers the latest ray tracing at $329.A Collection of distilled drinks made without alcohol, sugar or additives; Inspired by Los Angeles optimum botanicals: bright, Fresh and Smokey
Optimum Botanicals: Bright Los Angeles, California, January 12, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - Born out of a desire to rethink what a drink means, Optimist Beverages is a collection of distilled botanical spirits made without alcohol inspired by the landscapes, tastes and culture of the Los Angeles brand. The original beverage recipes were
created in Los Angeles using an elaborate blend of pressed and elegantly distilled ingredients. Optimistic drinks are completely free of alcohol, sugar, sodium, carbohydrates, calories and additives, allowing sober curious foodies, healthy consumers or those involved in Dry January (and beyond) to enjoy a delicious craft spirit without
compromising their mental or physical well-being. Optimist Drinks' first offering is a signature distilled non-alcoholic botanical range that comes in three elegant blends, BRIGHT, FRESH and SMOKEY. Liquid botanical love letters to Los Angeles, each unique taste takes those who taste it on a sensory journey to dusty salt coastlines
(BRIGHT), true canyons (FRESH) or twilight high desert (SMOKEY). The co-founders of Optimist Drinks, husband/wife Tommy Johnstone and Lisa Farr Johnstone, realized that despite the growing popularity of the burgeoning NoLo (No and Low) alc drinks space in the US, there is not enough established, complex and clean supply. They
created these (3) different mixtures, each with a combination of 10-15 unique botanical ingredients, the source of which is from around the world, preserving the sustainable practice of agriculture and supply chain. Original were created in collaboration with the distiller master in downtown Los Angeles. Range Range Techniques combining
steam, vacuum and CO2 extraction (some you'd expect from a high-end craft spirit, but others more commonly used in a perfume or cannabis industry) provide the best flavour captured from each ingredient. Bright Hotel is inspired by a Venetian beach with notes of citrus, sherbert and salty sun. Lemon, Jasmine, Green Mandarin,
Lavender, Turcum, Cornmint, Orange, Mandarin, Fennel, Myro and Cinnamon Leaf. FRESH takes its cue from the green canyons of Topanga after late spring rain with notes of wild herbs, wet leaves and dredging pine from; Juniper berries, cilantro, lime peeling, fennel, love, basil, Angelica Root, red thyme, tarrahun, jasmine, habanero,
oregano and tangerineSMOKEY takes its inspiration from the High Desert at sunset with warming and intense notes of bonfires, bitterness and spices from; Lapsang Souchong, Bitter red orange, Clove, Ginger, Sage, Turkuma, Bergamo, Cinnamon Leaf, Habanero, Geranium, Valencia Orange and Jasmine. Optimized beverages have a
mission focused on mental health and social connection; creating tools for optimists. In addition to creating an alternative drink that gives people the freedom to experiment with their drinking rituals and strengthen social connections without compromising their physical or mental well-being, Optimist has partnered with psychologist Dray
Letamendi to launch OPTIMIST In Progress, a podcast to support people in their practice of optimism. The podcast will offer ideas and practical advice to help build resilience and mental well-being. There has never been a more decisive time for active optimism. Optimist Drinks is building a truly sustainable company with integrity and
purpose. They seek effective altruism, and will direct 2% of all sales to provide access to mental wellbeing services for underserved youth. In Los Angeles, they will work with Safe Place for Youth, a Venice-based nonprofit that empowers young people experiencing homelessness to thrive by providing lasting, holistic, community-based
solutions. Optimist Beverages is committed to protecting both people and the planet through ethical and sustainable practices, as well as their promotion of physical and mental well-being. Welcome to The Year of the Optimist. Bottle 500ML (16.9 ounces) Optimist available for pre-order at optimistdrinks.com ($35) Attachment *
REOTUCHED_Compressed * BRIGHT FRONT VIEW WARM BG-WC (1) CONTACT: Marina Wear PRISMATICS marina@weareprismatics.comThe Europe Defense Drone Antenna Market Forecast for 2027 - COVID-19 Impact and Regional Analysis by Technology, Type, frequency and application report was added to the
ResearchAndMarkets.com U.S. proposal. Ad•BrokereoWhy's in touch with you. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. Hard spreads, high leverage, powerful platform – your forexKrol Bond Rating Agency (KBRA) market rocking equipment continues to interact with its nominal issuers in space as the industry rides in waves
COVID-19. Despite the impact of the pandemic on the overall economy, KBRA notes a favorable trend for the container shipping industry, given the strong rebound in demand for consumer goods compared to maintenance costs (e.g., travel), as well as the movement of aircraft cargo by ship. Australian Secretary of State Associated
PressUS Mike Pompeo has accused Iran of secret ties to the al-Qaeda network. Mytheresa said tuesday that it aims to raise as much as $282 million in its initial U.S. public offering, counting the German luxury fashion e-commerce site at $1.58 billion. Mytheresa said it plans to sell about 15.6 million U.S. depositary shares (ADS) at a
price of between $16 and $18 apiece. Munich-listed Mytheresa is a digital platform that sells products from luxury fashion brands to its customers such as Alexander McQueen, Fendi and Gucci.Ad•Quantum AnatomyThank you for your feedback. We will delete this and make the necessary changes. Quantum A.I. is expected to help
transform lives the way we know it. 12 January 2021 the agreement has finally been formalised between the Company and its main mass supplier Scotch whisky and that the parties have today signed an amended contract, following prior permission from the Board of Directors.The main effect of this new contract is to reset the Group's
minimum annual volume purchase obligations compared to those stipulated in 2021 and subsequent years under the terms of the previous contract. To date, these buying commitments represent virtually all of the group's Scottish whisky supply requirements for the William Peel and Sir Pitterson brands. In addition to the minimum
obligations to purchase the contracts it envisages, this new contract also includes a revaluation clause between the parties in case certain important, external and unpredictable events affect the Group's ability to meet these volume obligations. As a result of this formalization on December 22, 2020, it was proposed to increase capital with
preferential rights of shareholders' subscription, which became the subject of a press release, the maximum combined amount (including the issue premium) of approximately EUR 105.3 million, through the issuance of a maximum of approximately 70.2 million new ordinary shares to be subscribed to in cash and/or by offsetting
receivables, for a unit subscription price of 1.50 euros (Capital Increase), provided, in particular, formalization of the above-mentioned agreement, is expected in the coming days. The launch of capital increases remains, however, subject to the delivery by financiers of Autorité des marchés of its approval of the prospectus relating to the
transaction. In addition, according to the the terms of the refinancing agreement concluded on December 20, 2019 between the Company and COFEPP, as revised by the amendments, the payment of the COFEPP advance to the current account of approximately €7 million should take place in the coming days, and shortly before the
opening of the capital increase subscription period. According to the above agreement, this amount will either be capitalized within the guarantee of capital increase (up to 75%) MBC is reimbursed in connection with the proceeds from the subscription to the cash of other shareholders. Warning This press release, as well as the information
contained, is not an offer to sell or subscribe, nor a purchase or subscription order request, MBWS securities in Australia, Canada, Japan or the United States or in any other country in which such offer or request will be prohibited. Diffusion, publication or distribution of this press release in some countries may constitute a violation of
applicable laws and regulations. Consequently, individuals physically present in these countries and in whom this press release is scattered, distributed or published should inform themselves and comply with any such local restrictions. This press release shall not be dispersed, published or distributed directly or indirectly, in Australia,
Canada, Japan or the United States of America.This press release is not an advertising prospectus within the meaning of Regulation 2017/1129 of the European Parliament and the Council of 14 June 2017 on prospectus, which will be published when securities are offered to the public or traded on a regulated market and the abolition of
the Prospectus Directive 2003/71/ES (Issuance Avenue Regulation). No MBWS securities offer will be made or made to the public in France, prior to amf prospectus approval, which will be available on the MBWS ( website and on the AMF (www.amf-france.org) website. With respect to member states of the European Economic Area
other than France, no action has been taken or will be taken to authorization a public offering of securities requiring the publication of an prospectus in any of the member states concerned. Accordingly, any offer of MBWS securities may only be made in any of the Member States (i) qualified investors within the meaning of the Prospectus
Rules; or (ii) in all other circumstances that exempt MBWS from publishing the prospectus in accordance with Article 1(4) of the Prospectus Avenue Regulation.About Marie Brisard Wine &amp;Amp; Spirits Marie Brizard Wine &amp;amp; Spirits is a group of wines and liquor on liquor based in Europe and the United States. Marie Brizard
Wine &amp; Spirits stands out for its experience, combining brands with a long tradition and a decidedly innovative spirit. From the birth of Maison Marie Brizard in 1755 to the launch of Fruit and Wine in 2010, Marie Brizard Wine &amp; The group developed its brands in the spirit of our time, respecting its origins. Marie Brizard Wine
&amp; Commitment Spirits is to offer its customers brands of confidence, bold and full of tastes and experiences. The group now has a rich portfolio of leading brands in its market segments, including William Peel, Sobieski, Fruits and Wine, Marie Brizard and Cognac Gauthier. Marie Brizard Wine &amp;amp; Spirits is listed on the B
Euronext Paris (FR0000060873 - MBWS) compartment and is part of the EnterNext PEA-PME 150 index. Contact image September Claire Doliges- Flore Greater cdoligez@image7.fr/flarger@image7.fr Tél: +33 1 53 70 74 70 Attachments * MBWS_PR_2021JAN12_INFORMATIONS_CAPITAL_INCREASE_ENA people raped and
murdered a vulnerable student in an act of sexual assault before dumping her body in a river, a court heard today. France on Tuesday condemned Israel's plan to advance the construction of another 800 Jewish settlers in the occupied West Bank in a move to cement projects shortly before U.S. President Donald Trump leaves office. In a
statement, the French Foreign Ministry called on the Israeli authorities to abandon the plan. Referring to Israel and the Palestinians seeking a state in Israeli-occupied territory, he said: (We) urge the parties to avoid any unilateral measures that could jeopardize a two-unconditional solution based on international law and agreed
parameters. Ad•Plus500Why review. We will remove this and make the necessary changes.76.4% of CFD retail accounts are losing money. Stop spending money on commissions: Go for plus500 without trading commission! According to IDC, supplier revenue from IT infrastructure products for public and private cloud environments
increased by 9.4% year over year in Q3 2020.New York, January 12, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - Pawar Law Group announces that a class action lawsuit has been filed on behalf of shareholders who purchased shares of Qiwi plc (NASDAQ: QIWI) between March 28, 2019 and December 9, 2020 inclusive (Class Period). The lawsuit
aims to recover damages for Qiwi plc investors under federal securities laws. To join the class action, go here or call Age of Pawar, Esq. for free at 888-589-9804 or email info@pawarlawgroup.com for class action information. According to the lawsuit, defendants made false and/or misleading statements and/or failed to disclose that:
Qiwi's internal control related to reporting and record-keeping was ineffective; consequently, the Central Bank of Russia will impose a monetary penalty on the Company and impose restrictions on the Company's ability to make payments to foreign merchants and transfer money to prepayment cards; and as a result, the Defendants' public
statements were materially untrue and/or misleading at all relevant times. When the true details entered the market, the lawsuit alleges that investors suffered losses. If you wish to be the lead plaintiff, you must reschedule the Court later on February 9, 2021. Lead Plaintiff Plaintiff representative party acting on behalf of other class
members when directing the legal process. No class has been certified. Until the class is certified, you are not presented with advice unless you hire it. You can hire advice of your choice. You can also do nothing at this time and be a missing class member. Your ability to share in any future recovery does not depend on being the lead
plaintiff. Pawar Law Group represents investors from all over the world. Advertising lawyer. Preliminary results do not warrant or foresee such a result in relation to any future issue. \-------------------------------Contact: Vic Pawar, Esq. Pawar Law Group 20 Vesey Street, Suite 1410 New York, NY 10007 Tel: (917) 261-2277 Fax: (212) 571-
0938 info@pawarlawgroup.com Offering Global Business Information Market 2020-2024 added to the ResearchAndMarkets.com offer.
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